	The Situation at the End of 1916
The Chief of the Naval Staff, a friend of the Chancellor, but at the same time a warm partisan of the unrestricted submarine war, was confident that the campaign would have decisive results within six months. The loss of freight space and the reduction of oversea imports would produce economic difficulties in England that would render a continuance of the war impossible. In forming this view he did not rely merely on his own professional judgment, but was also supported by the opinions of distinguished German economists. The shortage of shipping would cut down the transport of munitions, and in particular the huge transport of war material from England to France which could also be attacked directly. The number of submarines in commission was sufficient for this work and our Admiralty was also of the opinion that construction, if it was. pressed on to the utmost, would amply cover losses. In 1916, after submarine warfare had been abandoned in principle, construction had not in fact been pressed on very vigorously. The question of crews could, it was thought, be solved. They would have to be drawn mainly from the second-line fleet, which consisted of the oldest ships, but the other vessels also would have to release officers and engineers of a certain seniority.
The surface fleet was not, of course, to fall below a certain standard of strength. In face of the enemy sea-power, which was continually being increased by new construction and might be further increased by the entry of America into the war, it was essential that our fleet should be maintained at sufficient strength to ensure the effective carrying through of the submarine campaign. It had the duty of ensuring the passage of the submarines through the enemy mine fields. It remained, at the same time, sufficiently formidable to thwart every attempt of the enemy to interrupt sea traffic in the Baltic.
The Chief of the Naval Staff also hoped that the declaration of unrestricted submarine warfare would frighten neutral shipping which had, up to then, been of great assistance to the Entente He was quite convinced of the necessity for the strongest support, in political quarters, on this point, which, as it turned out, he did not always obtain.

